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Four of Hubbell Lighting’s products were selected 
for the 2016 Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) 
Progress Report. This year’s selections include the 
EV4R from Dual-Lite, the MD6 from Prescolite, the 
ArcheType X Site/Area from KIM Lighting and the 
LZPT from Columbia Lighting. Read more here.

Prescolite Introduces LiteBox Plus+ to Address Contractor and 
Distributor Pain Points

LiteBox Plus+ (LBP6) is a 6″ LED downlight and wall wash module designed for use in new construction, 
commercial, remodel and residential applications. The “Plus” showcases new functionality, inclusive of a dimming 
option unique to the market. Distributors and contractors now have the option of an LED product at the same price 
point of a CFL with longer life, dimming capabilities and energy savings. In an industry first, contractors will now 
have the ability to select the dimming option directly at the J-Box. Check out this Pitch Piece that takes you through 
the five key features of the product. 

Features:
• The integral high efficiency LED driver 120-277V 50/60Hz 
 is compatible with 120-277V low voltage and 120V  
 Triac dimming, and features a dimming range that is 
 100 percent to one percent light output.
• 60,000 hours at 70 percent lumen maintenance per TM-21
• Diffused optical grade acrylic lens for uniform illumination 
 and superior glare control
• Reflector options include clear anodized and powder coat 
 finishes, which create aesthetic ceiling appearance  
 and visually comfortable 55° cutoff
• ENERGY STAR qualified
• Title 24 compliant
• Five year warranty

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

In an effort to go above and beyond in service, 
selection, performance and value, Litecontrol 
formally launched a new Litespeed initiative, a 
comprehensive selection of popular LED products. 
Read this exclusive Q&A with Jeff Schoeph, vice 
president of product development for Litecontrol, 
about the program, its benefits and how this will 
make doing business with Hubbell Lighting easier.

Columbia Launches LSTE Stratus® 
LED Architectural Recessed 

LSTE is a recessed direct/indirect luminaire that provides 
a clean ceiling with uniform illumination at mounting 
heights as low as 8 feet.

Features:
• Direct/Indirect luminaire with perforated metal basket 

and overlay for high visual comfort
• Available in 2’x2’ and 2’x4’ sizes with six and eight 

lumen packages respectively
• Provides a clean ceiling with uniform illumination at 

mounting heights as low as 8 feet

The Litepak LNC4
At 7,500 to 14,500 lumens, the Litepak LNC4 is the largest and highest output wallpack in the popular Litepak series. 
It features four different lumen packages, multiple distributions and CCTs for maximum light level and mounting 
height flexibility. 

Features:
• Capable of replacing up to 400w HID luminaires
• Typical mounting heights of 15’-25’
• Easy to install and retrofit existing HID luminaires with  

same footprint
• Control capabilities provide additional energy savings
• Zero uplight distributions
• Inverted “up” mounting capable
• DLC qualified in 4000K and 5000K models only

The Colt

The sleek, compact LED Colt is an energy-efficient small area floodlighting solution featuring three distributions in 
one product. The performance of the Colt makes it ideal for floodlighting, accent, landscape, facade, or small area 
illumination.

Features:
• 21w – 1,800 – 1,970 lumens replaces 50w to 70w HID or 84w CFL
• Traditional 1/2” x 14 NPS threaded adjustable knuckle mounting
• 120-277V operation
• Die-cast aluminum housing
• Attractive dark bronze finish
• Three distribution options in one carton (narrow, medium, wide)
• Rotatable hood provides adjustable glare control
• 3000K or 4000K color temperature
• IP65 and certified to UL 1598 for use in wet locations
• Certified up to 40˚C ambient per UL 1598
• Accessory kits available for trunnion mount and color/tinted light applications

Lightvault® 8 RGBW 

KIM Lighting is raising the bar on color performance 
and durability by adding RGBW color changing to 
the 10 and 13 inch Lightvault 8, the industry’s first 
Bluetooth controlled in-grade luminaire.

Features:
• Color selection and adjustment
• Intensity slider for color changing and dimming
• X-Y tilt controls for aiming (RGBW 12°)
• Secure, password protected control
• Camera function for color matching
• Ten presets to create your favorite groupings
• Spot and Narrow Food
• Variety of color options: 3000K, 4200K, 5100K
• Tilt state automatically returns to previous setting 

in the event of a power failure
• Flat Frame in brass or stainless steel trim, 

Eyeball, Half Shield, Rock Guard

We are elevating our storytelling capabilities. Be sure to check out the case study video that details our project 
with the Marion County Performing Arts Center - a 916 seat 8,000 square-foot house with a 45 foot stage and 
professional-grade sound system. The team faced three critical lighting challenges: 

1. Environmental. An EnergyStar rating was non-negotiable. 
2. Performance. The nature of the facility demanded a high-lumen package that would offer precise control of  
 LED lighting throughout the entire building.
3. Maintenance. The lighting solution had to prove it would reduce the time and effort needed from 
 maintenance operations.

Learn about how the team selected specific lighting products that would complement the creative design ambitions 
while meeting strict sustainability goals. 

TRAINING & EVENTS

We strive to keep you informed of opportunities to learn more about Hubbell Lighting and elevate your understanding 
of the industry. Upcoming training and events include:

Lighting for Commercial Applications
(10/06/2016 - 10/07/2016)

Lighting Solutions & Applications Workshop
(10/27/2016 - 10/28/2016)

Hubbell Lighting has trained more than 350 users 
to date on the free Litepro DLX software, inclusive 
of qualitative, in-person sessions with more than 
14 of our agent partners. The response has been 
overwhelmingly positive and if you haven’t spoken 
with us yet please contact Heath Kelly directly to 
schedule an introduction. Is it right for you? Whether 
your goal is strictly for marketing purposes, simple 
2-D photometric calculations and high resolution 
renderings, or engineering insights (i.e. Energy 
Analysis, Glare Ratings), Litepro DLX is the tool 
for you. We’ve been listening to user feedback 
and we’ll be rolling out new features in the months 
ahead, including robust documentation and flexibility 
additions. Check out the User Guide today.

Hubbell Lighting was named one of the top three 
places to work in the state of South Carolina. Kevin 
Poyck, group president at Hubbell Lighting, summed 
it up best when he said, “Being recognized as a 
best place to work is an honor and a testament 
to a culture that fosters an environment where 
employees feel motivated, valued and committed 
to driving great results for our customers. The 
people who make up Hubbell Lighting are the most 
strategic asset and the most critical component to 
our continued growth and success.” Read more 
about the honor.

LITESPEED

Hubbell Industrial Lighting Introduces the Industry-Leading Triple H for 
Severe Duty, High Temperature Applications

The new Triple H LED highbay/lowbay is a high-ambient, high-output, high-efficacy highbay/lowbay fixture capable 
of 148 lumens per watt and a scalable light output from 15,000 to 60,000 lumens. It will operate in temperatures up 
to 65°C, designating it the only LED highbay on the market today that can perform in this extreme condition.  

Features:
• Driver pod and light bars are aluminum extrusions
• Installation - pendant mounting or cable mounting
• Three highbay versions: 30,000 lumens, 45,000 lumens and 60,000 lumens
• Three lowbay versions: 15,000 lumens, 22,000 lumens and 30,000 lumens
• Up to 141 lumens per watt
• Highbay total input wattage of 215 watts, 323 watts and 431 watts
• Lowbay total input wattage of 108 watts, 162 watts and 215 watts
• Five Year Warranty (Terms and Conditions Apply)
• UL
• UL1598A
• CSA
• Wet listed

Hubbell Industrial Introduces the Classified Location Highbay (“CLH”)

The Hubbell Industrial CLH Series is ideal for hazardous location areas that demand a sealed
highbay capable of replacing 400W MH highbays on a one-for-one basis.  

Features:
• Listed to UL 844, Class I, Division 2, Gas Groups A, B, C and D
• Smooth exterior with no exposed fasteners
• Up to 24,000 lumens, 113 LPW and 220 total watts
• Four lens options
• Ambient temperature range is from -40°C to 40°C

Architectural Area Lighting’s Award-Winning KicK™ Family Expands with 
Full Suite of Pedestrian Lighting Solutions 

AAL has expanded the award-winning KicK family of luminaries with “mini” sizes of the K4 and K5, a wall mount 
configurations, bollards and new integrated control options. Additionally, the performance of the original K4 and K5 
have been improved with configurations up to 13,700 lumens and efficacy as high as 119 lumens per watt. The new 
integrated control options include:
• WIR – wiScape connectivity
• WIRSC – wiScape connectivity with integral motion sensor
• SCP – Integral photo-control and motion sensor
• wiScape offers up to 1000′ wireless communication
• Integral sensor is effective up to 40′ mounting height
• California Title 24 compliant solutions

Features:
• Best in class performance and technology
• Configurable and customizable design tailored to the needs of the site
• Increased reliability with 20kV / 10kA series surge protection
• New TM30 data added to spec sheets, an outdoor lighting industry first


